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jjmm!
Awoke as well (as good morning)
I would like to convey this same joy which ironically am
This is Tempo (This is Tempo)
Today it is (today's), Sept 25 (September 25)
Victory! (Victory)

T.E.M.P.O

The Sept. 25 was the birth,
David Sanchez Badillo A.K.A. The Tempo Fenomeno
Born and raised in Ponce lilies
place for its high crime incidents all know him

as one of the most named hamlets, most recognized
but proud to live where I was born,
where I grew up and was my childhood
where it usually was normal noise of an ambulance

and since the introduction was not talking about a
mansion
hence, I was in a conspiracy that cai
that if I have not been the son of a senior official
perhaps there had been no such persecution is not
(not)
but as I was, where am I now,
All the money that is accrual of sales of drugs
that makes it hard to accept the assumption that violent
hamlet.
Now they pass by side in a Tempo with Lim

unhappy, then told that my music incites
if not let me live and build a humble house
and return to my family happiness
it gave me at birth pulling the residential

but Mr prosecutor is believed that their witnesses do
not lie
and pollute the jury when it feels
therefore, make me want to see me like that hurt,
not the injured and what I suffer.
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and so I had to live your honor,
analyze the credibility of what today
I left a bad memory within my heart
of a type that was what I wanted to get off while the
bastard
that man and that is what I hold my song

and information to agents corroborren
are not incompetent, you are not federal
there was never photo, video, or interception of cellular

Everything was like, a premeditated act with bad intent,
premeditated (aja)
is a government which pursues .. (hee!)
is a government white damn

Fuck Bush!

How is it possible then that the case had so much light
is that I am a rapper and Lilies of the South
So logical, and this more clear than water,
that for me what you were my bus clashed

but already see and feel are the power that arropa
the strength of a musical genre that will wind in its sails
going crazy green and recalls
that what prompts me to write these letters was my cell
the same as it was my home for an indefinite period
What the grace to her this song makes sense

because it was so real that vivi
nobody I conto
the one who lived was me, my nobody put a gun to me
in the head so that I sing in prison
was my experience at first hand what moved me
make an issue so starkly and depth
being involved in the same unable to see the sun
and that Mr if it had been a prosecutor familiar to you
who was hit be deprived of their liberty

but I'm not like that, nobody wish evil
just hope we never move, so I had to go

it hurts because it hurts like what I feel hurt

what I feel hurt, a man upset
is not going to be the time but of how they arrested me,

in the manner most dirty, but that is nothing,
revenge is one that is above and beyond his word does



not fail
I'm confident in his promise
and although my rebelliousness seems rancor,
the mouth speaks abundance of the heart
by more than shout from a mountain pain of my life
nobody can ever remove that pain off
and now my turn to follow mounting dais
that the national Sept. 25 protect it from the top!!

or that if God is with me, who against my
(which was born on Sept. 25 protect it from top)

May be 24 years old, equivalent to 292 months, 8760
days
(which was born on Sept. 25 protect it from top)

I want you to understand that what was encerrraron
meat
My mind is free
and as I want the engineers pa 'get this song

Victory

Diesel (diesel)

I am The Best!
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